
My asylum claim rejected because I am from Slovenia - please help me out

Just two days ago(on 5th), I have received decision about my application for political asylum 
in Poland as unacceptable since Slovenia of which citizen I am is EU member state. 

Decision was submitted to me in form of letter from what appears to be Polish Immigration 
Department as was/is in Polish language. 

Letter was submitted to me personally by receptionist at Debak's reception center(near 
Warsaw) who also stated me the reason for rejection of application as is explained above.

I am asking you for assistance in this matter because:

1) EU law in respect to safety of refugees which are EU citizens is  
totally illegal - its like saying that there is no government and 
other crime on territory of EU that takes place against its citizens.

2) Polish politic was involved in my case for which claim I have physical proofs and have 
already submitted one to ICC(International Criminal Court).

Proofs about case as seen  bellow:
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-1-of-2-pruszkow-city-14-years.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-2-pruszkow-14-years-after-mkultra.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/my-mossad-and-kgb-roommates-in-debak.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/3-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-another-proof-about-mkultra-in.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/another-proof-of-mkultra-between-2004.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-2-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/2-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-3-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/proof-about-my-recognizing-security.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-1-of-2-pruszkow-city-14-years.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/proof-about-my-recognizing-security.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-3-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/2-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-2-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/another-proof-of-mkultra-between-2004.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-another-proof-about-mkultra-in.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/3-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/my-mossad-and-kgb-roommates-in-debak.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-2-pruszkow-14-years-after-mkultra.html


http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-there-was-no-immigration-center.html

3) Poland alone is under attack just as is Ukraine - I was tortured severely in Slovenia(several
assassination attempts took place) for  the sake of new Yugoslavia(great Serbia).

4) I don't have any other place to go other than Poland - my case involves multiple 
governments on global level...I had no more than 18 grosh left entire for entire month and 
have received on fifth 200 Zloty for clothing and other necessities...meaning I have no money 
for attorney or translators(not even for much needed physical 
examination).

Please help me with this matter in Poland.

I am almost 47 years old and without family of my own because of case as described bellow 
and which involves top government politicians on global scale.

Thank you for your help.
Bostjan Avsec 

MY CASE UNDER WHICH CLAIM FOR PROTECTION IN POLAND 
WAS FILED https://goo.gl/ZzLD89

September 7/8th, 2018

Attached are documents which I received yesterday as well as 
my ID for easier identification. I am asking you for advice and also 
translation if only possible.

https://goo.gl/ZzLD89
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-there-was-no-immigration-center.html









